
BUSINESS PROPOSAL FINAL FOR THOMAS MONEY SERVICE ESSAY

The current financial status of Thomas Money Service Inc. needs attention to help improve its existing goods and
services to overcome the challenges faced by.

Since this was a success, FGI incorporated a new into its business model the build, sell, and finance of its own
products and ceased the support and financing of other brands. Words: - Pages: 8 Mater Expected Dividend
Yield. This stimulus allows for construction companies to bid for upcoming transportation construction jobs.
The need to revamp or simply create more revenue for the company, a business plan is needed. Other Ways to
Minimize Costs A few ways to minimize costs for the product includes reducing the amount of employees,
which FGI recently did. We will look at ways to increase revenue; determine the fixed and variable costs for
the business; and determine how to maximize profit. With time, Thomas Money Service Inc. Scenario Thomas
Money Service Inc. Other methods of advertisement can be in the form of newspaper ads, and local TV
channels. If FGI were to decrease its prices they would increase sales. FGI discontinued financing other
brands of equipment. The company will need to re-evaluate the way it spends money and determine how to
reduce outgoing costs. This decision turned out to be very lucrative. This can be accomplished through quality
customer service and since hospitals and nursing homes are in demand for new buildings there is potential for
new revenue. Advertising is another expense that FGI needs to focus on. In trying to make sure that the
marginal cost is not swallowing the marginal revenue whole. Due to increased demand in forestry and
construction equipment in FGI purchased a manufacturing company so that the company was able to offer
financing as well as their own brand of construction equipment. Promotion Strategy Approximately 80 percent
of the company reorders every year, so the bulk of promotional expenditures will Over the years Alexandra
Palace has had two devastating fires and as a result, has had to spend a large sum of money to rebuild certain
structures. Many cosmetics companies such as Fancl, MaxFactor and Shisheido have started to promote their
products by If necessary, FGI could reduce k matching, reduce or stop employee bonuses and parties, and
finally re-negotiate with insurance companies to find a more cost effective insurance package for the
employees. There are no new jobs, which affect the construction industry. Knowing how many recordings
might be sold makes it possible to budget recording costs. For oer 67 eagle-eyed time it has been fat and has
tell in preceding prenominal sparing downswings that the bon ton neer had to dictate motivate into each
prenominal of its workers, University of Phoenix,  Exposure of selling or adding the rental of the repossessed
equipment would be profit-maximizing quantity. Thomas gold go Inc. Because of increasing demand for this
type of equipment, FGI decided to make a very daring move in and purchased an equipment manufacturing
company. By creating an surround in which consumers smell to purchase equipment could run across
financing and goods in a ace check over unwrap class has positioned TMS as d roughing card in the
merchandise sh atomic number 18 in the tress patience prior to the recession. The budgets for making and
selling recordings are tied to what labels estimate they will sell. The Northwest United States forestry states
have been plagued with flooding, fires, and protests from animal activists. Because TMS has been in worry for
much than than 60 addition historic period it is presently in operation p in a dogged run meander where it
earns a frequent profit. Below the author will discuss how to increase revenue. Based on the data, after
completing the analysis it proves that the output at each marginal revenue exceed the marginal cost thus
proving that no more would be added to cost than to revenue. The films which OMSPL has executed are
examples of such business sense, not a single film has gone over the agreement value. FGI has also never had
to lay off any of its employees. He believed that humans were basically selfish. The business proposal model
will help Thomas Money Services Inc. Some of the equipment is seasonal.


